Game On:
City Ambition Towards Future-Proof and Equitable Mobility Systems
City of Buenos Aires, Argentina
Climate Action Plan
Reduce emissions

53% by 2030

+84% by 2050
Diagnosis
Impact of transportation on climate change

14% Waste
58% Energy

28% Transportation
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Cars
Cargo
Light utility vehicles
Trains
Motorcycles

1/3 CO2 EMISSIONS ARE FROM TRANSPORTATION
Mitigation Strategy

- Efficient transportation
- Bike lanes
- Pedestrianisation

ÁREA PEATONAL TRANSITORIA
← MANTENÉ LA DISTANCIA →
Human-Scale Cities

Buenos Aires

New Uses

Covid-19 as an opportunity

New mobility model: 15-minute-city
¡Thank you!

Clara Muzzio
Minister of Public Space and Urban Hygiene of Buenos Aires
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